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Abstract
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) has great potential as a tool for structural biology, a field in which there is in-
creasing demand to characterize larger and more complex biomolecular systems. However, the poorly charac-
terized silicon and silicon nitride probe tips currently employed in AFM limit its biological applications. Carbon 
nanotubes represent ideal AFM tip materials due to their small diameter, high aspect ratio, large Young’s modulus, 
mechanical robustness, well-defined structure, and unique chemical properties. Nanotube probes were first fabri-
cated by manual assembly, but more recent methods based on chemical vapor deposition provide higher resolu-
tion probes and are geared towards mass production, including recent developments that enable quantitative prep-
aration of individual single-walled carbon nanotube tips [J. Phys. Chem. B 105 (2001) 743]. The high-resolution 
imaging capabilities of these nanotube AFM probes have been demonstrated on gold nanoparticles and well-char-
acterized biomolecules such as IgG and GroES. Using the nanotube probes, new biological structures have been 
investigated in the areas of amyloid-beta protein aggregation and chromatin remodeling, and new biotechnolo-
gies have been developed such as AFM-based haplotyping. In addition to measuring topography, chemically func-
tionalized AFM probes can measure the spatial arrangement of chemical functional groups in a sample. However, 
standard silicon and silicon nitride tips, once functionalized, do not yield sufficient resolution to allow combined 
structural and functional imaging of biomolecules. The unique end-group chemistry of carbon nanotubes, which 
can be arbitrarily modified by established chemical methods, has been exploited for chemical force microscopy, 
allowing single-molecule measurements with well-defined functionalized tips. 
Keywords: atomic force microscopy, carbon nanotube, chemical force microscopy, single molecule spectroscopy, 
structural biology 
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1. Introduction
Elucidating the three dimensional structures of proteins, nucleic acids and assemblies of these mac-
romolecules is critical to developing a molecular level understanding of biological function. X-ray dif-
fraction, electron diffraction, and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) are well-established and power-
ful tools for the analysis of macromolecular structure with atomic precision, which with advances in 
technology, have continued to push the limits of the size and complexity of systems that can be struc-
turally illuminated (Beauchamp and Isaacs, 1999; Chiu et al., 1999; Glaeser, 1999; Glusker, 1993; Hen-
derson, 1995; Siegal et al., 1999; Stowell et al., 1998; Wuthrich, 1995). As one looks to the future, the 
needs for and impact of macromolecular structure analysis are expected to expand significantly in sev-
eral areas, including: (1) increased throughput of structural analysis of gene products discovered by Structural and functional imaging witH carbon nanotube afm probeS 75
large scale genome sequencing (Kim, 1998); (2) routine characterization of large multimeric structures, 
such as protein assemblies and protein–nucleic acid complexes involved in signaling and regulation; 
and (3) understanding dynamic features of protein–protein and protein–nucleic acid assemblies. The 
standard structural tools can impact each of these areas but also have limitations. For example, difficul-
ties in crystallization of large multimeric signaling and regulatory complexes may limit the general use 
of X-ray and electron diffraction methods for these critical problems, while solution NMR studies of 
macromolecular dynamics (and structure) have size restrictions that limit the systems that can be stud-
ied (Wuthrich, 2000).
It thus seems clear that future progress in elucidating the complex machinery of the cell will depend 
in part on additional and perhaps revolutionary developments in structural biology tools. In this regard, 
two complementary techniques are receiving increased attention: (1) cryogenic transmission electron 
microscopy (cryoEM) and (2) atomic force microscopy (AFM). CryoEM allows the direct visualization 
of biological structures, and can produce high-resolution images of isolated proteins with resolution of 
10–25 Å (Grigorieff, 1998; Kuhlbrandt and Williams, 1999). Because contrast is low in biological EM, 
the high resolution achieved by cryoEM requires computer averaging and processing of thousands of 
images. The ability to determine structure from single macromolecule images represents a distinct ad-
vantage for the large multimeric systems discussed above. AFM allows direct visualization of biolog-
ical structures like cryoEM, and moreover, can probe structural dynamics in vitro since structural im-
aging can be carried out in solution (for reviews, see Shao et al., 1996; Engel et al., 1997; Fritz et al., 
1995; Bustamante et al., 1997). This latter feature of AFM represents a distinct advantage compared to 
cryoEM.
In previous work, AFM has been used to probe the structures of a number of protein and nucleic acid 
systems. Key results obtained from past studies include (1) resolution of the packing and often subunit 
arrangement of membrane proteins (Muller and Muller; Scheuring et al., 1999; Shao et al., 1996), (2) 
determination of the overall structures of protein–DNA complexes (Bustamante and Rivetti, 1996), and 
(3) elucidation of dynamic processes (Kasas et al., 1997; Guthold et al., 1999). In addition, in chemi-
cal force microscopy (CFM), it has been shown that the AFM tip can be modified to present well-de-
fined chemical or biological functionality, which provides specific chemical contrast as well as topog-
raphy (Frisbie et al., 1994; Fujihira and Ohzono, 1999; Green et al., 1995; Noy et al., 1997b; Vezenov 
et al., 1997). These capabilities of AFM suggest a great potential to impact many areas of structural bi-
ology, although to date the impact on major structural and dynamic problems has been much less than 
that achieved by electron microscopy as well as X-ray diffraction and NMR.
When we ask how the significant potential of AFM might be better exploited in structural biology, 
one needs to look no further than the structure of the tip used for imaging. Since an AFM image is a 
convolution of the structure of the macromolecule or macromolecular assembly under investigation and 
the tip structure, a well-characterized tip is essential for accurately interpreting an image, and more-
over, the size of the tip will define the resolution of the image. The situation is somewhat analogous 
to the need for well-collimated and monoenergetic electron beams in cryoEM and well-defined X-ray 
sources in X-ray diffraction. In the following review, we will focus on recent and significant progress 
in this area of AFM technology and new and potential science enabled by the advances in AFM probes. 
The structure of the review will be as follows. First, we will discuss briefly the basics of AFM and im-
aging biological structures with an emphasis on highlighting key issues for probe tips. Second, we will 
describe the fabrication and characterization of a new generation of tips based on carbon nanotubes. 
Third, we will examine the reproducibility and resolution of these probes in imaging relatively well-Hafner et al. in Progress in BioPhysics & Molecular Biology 77 (2001) 76
defined inorganic and biological structures. Fourth, we will describe studies that are beginning to ex-
ploit the unique features of these new probes for addressing new structural biology and other problems. 
Fifth, we introduce the concept of CFM and describe the unique potential of carbon nanotube tips for 
functional imaging at the nanometer scale. Lastly, we briefly summarize and speculate on prospects of 
carbon nanotubes probes in the future.
2. AFM imaging and probe tips
2.1. AFM basics
To understand the strengths and weaknesses of AFM, we first consider the principles of operation. 
A typical AFM (Figure 1) consists of an integrated cantilever-tip assembly, a detector to measure can-
Figure 1. A schematic of the atomic force microscope: (a) The cantilever-tip assembly, piezo tube scanner, laser deflection system, and com-
puter are depicted. (b) Comparison of a 5 nm radius of curvature cone-shaped tip to a cross section of an individual GroES molecule, which 
highlights the limitations of such tips in high-resolution imaging. Structural and functional imaging witH carbon nanotube afm probeS 77
tilever displacement and feedback electronics to maintain a constant imaging parameter, such as force 
or tip–sample separation. The sample, which is supported on a solid substrate surface, can be scanned 
in three-dimensions (X, Y, Z) with angstrom precision using a three-axis piezoelectric translation stage. 
The tip position is monitored with an optical beam deflection system. Tip deflections on the order of 
angstroms, which correspond to forces of approximately 10 pN, can be reliably measured using stan-
dard cantilevers. Recently, higher resonance frequency cantilevers have been developed (Viani and Vi-
ani). These cantilevers extend both the potential imaging speed and force resolution by approximately 
one order of magnitude, and thus should be attractive for biological studies. 
There are two basic modes with which structural images can be acquired. In contact mode, the tip re-
mains in contact with the sample/substrate, while scanning in a (X, Y) raster pattern. Typically, the Z po-
sition is adjusted during scanning to maintain constant cantilever deflection (i.e., constant force) at a set 
point value. The resulting Z data represent a topographic image of the surface. Contact mode imaging 
is best for relatively flat and hard samples since the scanning tip applies large lateral forces. Attempts to 
image isolated biological structures usually result in poor resolution and sample movement or damage. 
If the forces are very carefully controlled, however, contact mode can provide high-resolution images 
of 2-D protein arrays (Muller and Muller). Alternatively, images can be acquired using intermittent con-
tact or tapping mode. In this mode, the cantilever-tip assembly is oscillated near resonance and when 
brought to the surface intermittently contacts—taps—the sample. To image in tapping mode, the Z po-
sition is adjusted to maintain the oscillation amplitude at a constant set point during the (X–Y) scan. The 
significant advantage of tapping mode is that there are essentially no lateral forces applied to a sample 
during imaging, and thus it is the technique of preference for probing isolated macromolecules, macro-
molecular assemblies and the dynamics of these systems.
2.2. Imaging and the probe tip
The structural resolution of AFM will depend strongly on the nature of the probe tip, and thus it is 
instructive to reference state-of-the-art microfabricated tips to known protein structures. For example, 
Figure 1b compares the relative sizes (in cross section) of a 5 nm radius of curvature silicon tip and the 
ca. 8 nm diameter heptameric protein GroES. This comparison clearly suggests that conventional tips 
will not provide significant structural detail.
Experimental studies of isolated proteins and nucleic acids, and two-dimensional protein arrays in-
dicate that the situation is more complex. AFM investigations of isolated DNA have shown several fea-
tures, including kinks (Han et al., 1997) and supercoiled structures (Lyubchenko and Schlyakhtenko, 
1997). Resolution on the order of 1–2 nm has been reported in these studies, although the 3.4 nm he-
lical pitch of DNA was not resolved. Earlier studies of isolated DNA (Hansma et al., 1995) and con-
densed DNA arrays (Mou et al., 1995) did show the DNA helical pitch, although this structure has not 
been observed reproducibly in subsequent studies. Moreover, it should be noted that the best reported 
lateral resolution was achieved using tips having average radii of curvature on the order of 50 nm. AFM 
imaging of other isolated biological structures have produced various levels of resolution. Membrane 
bound E. coli F1F0 ATP synthase revealed a ring-like structure with an off center mass at resolution of 
ca. 3 nm (Singh et al., 1996). Several studies of immunoglobulin G (IgG) failed to resolve the charac-
teristic 15 nm Y-shape of this macromolecule (Bergkvist et al., 1998), while others imaged the Y-shape Hafner et al. in Progress in BioPhysics & Molecular Biology 77 (2001) 78
as a heart-like structure (Fritz et al., 1997). However, the Y-shape was apparent at cryogenic tempera-
tures (Zhang et al., 1996). These widely varying results illustrate the sensitivity of high-resolution bio-
logical AFM to imaging conditions and tip quality. Comparison of these different studies shows that the 
highest resolutions were found in low-height structures (i.e., DNA and the membrane bound protein), 
while isolated proteins (e.g., IgG) showed significantly lower resolution with conventional tips. Hence, 
these results suggest that roughness or asperities at the tip end might be responsible for the high-reso-
lution images of DNA and membrane structures, although such asperities have not been independently 
characterized.
In addition, very high resolution has been observed in AFM studies of densely packed two-dimen-
sional arrays of proteins (Muller and Muller). For example, 5–6 Å lateral resolution has been reported 
for images of bacteriorhodopsin (Muller et al., 1999b), even though the silicon nitride tips used for im-
aging have radii of 20–60 nm. To explain this apparent contradiction, it has been hypothesized that the 
image contrast is due to short-range repulsive forces on a small nano-protrusion at the tip end (Muller 
et al., 1999b). This explanation is similar to that used to explain high-resolution images obtained on iso-
lated low-height molecules, such as DNA. Another possibility is that the subnanometer resolution cor-
responds to Fourier components from the periodic protein lattice. This latter idea is supported by the 
fact that the highest resolution (Muller et al., 1999b) has been achieved for proteins in a crystalline 2-
D array, while approximately two-fold lower resolution has been observed in less well-ordered arrays 
(Mou et al., 1996); that is, the reduced positional and orientational order would produce lower resolu-
tion in the Fourier model. Lastly, the observation of missing-molecule defects may be consistent with 
both models, since the highly nonlinear tip–sample interaction can still produce an apparent defect in 
the Fourier model.
2.3. Key role of the tip
The studies reviewed above show that microfabricated tips can provide resolution much higher 
than expected based on the smooth end radii of curvature of tips. While observed high resolution 
can be reasonably attributed to asperities at the tip ends, this poses several important issues for the 
general use of AFM in high-resolution structural biology. First, the presence of these asperities has 
not been characterized independently by techniques such as transmission electron microscopy. Sec-
ond, the observation of high resolution is highly dependent on obtaining a “good” tip and cannot be 
predicted a priori. Moreover, current tips have not been able to image large, isolated protein struc-
tures, which form the basis of much of the cell signaling and regulatory machinery, with high resolu-
tion. We believe that these uncertainties in the detailed nature of the probe tip must be addressed in 
order to move AFM to the level of other structural biology techniques for addressing new scientific 
problems.
Let us take a step back and examine microfabricated tips and the requirements for an ideal tip. Inte-
grated AFM cantilever-tip assemblies are fabricated from silicon (Si) or silicon nitride (Si3N4) (Albre-
cht et al., 1989). The tips on these assemblies are pyramidal in shape, have cone angles of 20–30° and 
radii of curvature of 5–10 nm (Si) or 20–60 nm (Si3N4). Several techniques have been developed to im-
prove these geometrical factors. Si3N4 tips can be oxide sharpened to improve their aspect ratio and re-
duce the tip radii to as low as 5 nm. Silicon tips can be machined with focused ion beam (FIB) instru-
ments to improve the aspect ratio, and sharper Si tips are now available with a high yield of radii less Structural and functional imaging witH carbon nanotube afm probeS 79
than 5 nm. Despite these technological advances, there remain important limitations. For example, the 
variation in tip-to-tip properties can be quite large, and will always be difficult to control at the scale 
relevant to high-resolution structural imaging. In addition and critical to reproducibility, tips wear dur-
ing scanning (Hansma et al., 1995), making it quite difficult to account quantitatively for tip contribu-
tions to image broadening. The problem of tip wear will only increase for sharper tips due to increased 
pressure at the tip–sample interface.
Consider the ideal AFM tip. It should have a high aspect ratio with 0° cone angle, have a radius 
as small as possible with well-defined and reproducible molecular structure, and be mechanically and 
chemically robust such that its structure is not altered while imaging in air or fluid environments. Car-
bon nanotubes are the only known materials that can satisfy all of these critical criteria, and thus have 
the potential to create ideal probes for AFM imaging. Below we review the key properties of carbon 
nanotubes and methods to create tips with this unique class of material.
3. Carbon nanotube probes: fabrication and properties
3.1. Carbon nanotube: structural and mechanical properties
Carbon nanotubes consist of a honeycomb sp2 hybridized carbon network (termed a graphene 
sheet) that is rolled up into a seamless cylinder (Figure 2a), which can be microns in length. There 
are two basic structural classes of carbon nanotubes: single-walled nanotubes (SWNTs) and multi-
walled nanotubes (MWNTs). SWNTs consist of a single seamless cylinder (Figure 2a) with radii 
ranging from 0.35 to 2.5 nm, while MWNTs consist of multiple concentric graphene cylinders with 
radii ranging from 3 to 50 nm. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images of an individual 
MWNT and SWNT are displayed in Figs. 2b and c, respectively. These TEM images show clearly the 
tubular structure of the nanotubes, and in the case of the SWNT (Figure 2c) highlight the extremely 
small diameter and high aspect ratio, which makes this material uniquely suited as a high-resolution 
probe tip. 
Nanotubes have exceptional mechanical properties. The characteristics relevant to the use of nano-
tubes as AFM tips are the stiffness or Young’s modulus and the ability to buckle elastically under large 
loads. Recent calculations of SWNT and MWNT Young’s moduli suggest that both classes of nanotube 
have moduli on the order of 1 TPa (Lu, 1997). Experimental measurements of MWNTs Young’s moduli 
made by recording thermal vibration amplitudes in a TEM (Treacy et al., 1996) and by direct bending 
with AFM (Wong et al., 1997) revealed Young’s moduli of 1.8 and 1.3 TPa, respectively. More recent 
studies of individual 1.0–1.5 nm diameter SWNTs found a similar Young’s modulus, 1.25 TPa (Krish-
nan et al., 1999). Hence, the theoretical and experimental results are in good agreement, and show that 
nanotubes are stiffer than any other known material. The extremely high Young’s modulus of nanotubes 
is critical to the creation of high aspect ratio, sub-nanometer radius tips with high resolution—if the 
modulus were significantly smaller, then the amplitude of thermal vibrations would degrade the resolu-
tion of tips.
Carbon nanotubes buckle elastically under large loads unlike all conventional materials, which either 
fracture or plastically deform. MWNTs and SWNTs have been observed in the buckled state by TEM 
(Iijima et al., 1996), and appear to buckle in a manner strikingly similar to macroscopic tubes made of Hafner et al. in Progress in BioPhysics & Molecular Biology 77 (2001) 80
elastic materials. The first direct experimental evidence that carbon nanotube buckling is elastic came 
from the use of nanotubes as AFM tips (Dai et al., 1996). The buckling force of the nanotube tip could 
be measured from the deflection of the AFM cantilever as the nanotube tip–surface separation was re-
duced. The nanotube would then return to its original configuration when the tip was removed from the 
surface. A more direct measurement of elastic nanotube buckling was achieved by AFM measurements 
of force versus displacement of nanotubes pinned at one end on a surface (Wong et al., 1997). Both 
types of experiments demonstrated that nanotubes can be bent close to 90° many times without observ-
able damage, and thus should be highly robust probes for AFM imaging.
Figure 2. The structure of carbon nanotubes: (a) Fragment of a stick model of a single-walled carbon nanotube. Each vertex in the honeycomb 
mesh corresponds to a sp2-bonded carbon atom. Transmission electron micrographs show the cross-sectional structures of (b) a multi-walled 
nanotube and (c) a single-walled nanotube. Structural and functional imaging witH carbon nanotube afm probeS 81
3.2. Manual assembly of nanotube probe tips
The first carbon nanotube AFM tips were produced by manually attaching MWNTs to the pyramids 
of conventional tips (Dai et al., 1996). In this process, micromanipulators are used to control indepen-
dently the positions of a commercial cantilever-tip assembly and nanotubes, while viewing in an op-
tical microscope. The nanotubes and tip are readily seen under dark-field illumination at 500–1000× 
magnification. A thin layer of adhesive is applied to the pyramidal silicon tip by touching the surface 
of adhesive tape that supports the nanotube material. The pyramidal tip is then used to pull an MWNT 
or bundle of MWNTs from the tape surface. Micromanipulators allow the fabrication of nanotube tips 
that are well aligned for AFM imaging; that is, they are parallel to the tip axis and therefore perpendic-
ular to the sample surface. However, the attached nanotube tips are typically too long to permit high-
resolution imaging. The vibration amplitude at the end of the tip, Xtip, can be readily estimated from   
Xtip = [(4kBTL3)/(3πEr4)]½, where kB is the Boltzmann’s constant, T is the temperature in Kelvin, L is 
the length, E is the Young’s modulus and r is the radius of the nanotube tip. This estimate of the vibra-
tion amplitude, which assumes ½kBT thermal energy in the nanotube tip, works well for both individual 
and bundle nanotube tips since the Young’s modulus of a bundle of nanotubes is essentially the same as 
an individual nanotube (Lu, 1997). The length of a nanotube tip can be decreased by electrical etching 
on a conductive surface (Dai et al., 1996; Wong et al., 1998a) to reduce the amplitude of vibration to a 
level where it does not affect resolution.
Mechanically assembled MWNT tips have demonstrated several important features. First, the high 
aspect ratio of the tips enables more accurate images of structures with steep sidewalls such as sili-
con trenches (Dai et al., 1996). Second, the tip–sample adhesion is greatly reduced due to the small 
size and cylindrical geometry of the nanotube (Dai et al., 1996; Wong et al., 1998a). Reduced adhe-
sion allows imaging with lower cantilever energies and less potential sample damage. Third, they 
have demonstrated clearly the elastic buckling property of nanotubes. For example, as an oscillat-
ing nanotube tip is brought into contact with a sample, the cantilever oscillation amplitude is damped 
strongly but then partially recovers when the nanotube buckles as shown in Figure 3. The deflection 
at the buckling point corresponds to the Euler buckling force, FB = π2EI/L2, where E is the Young’s 
modulus, I = πr4/4 is the moment of inertia, L is the nanotube tip length, and r is the nanotube ra-
dius. This elastic buckling behavior has tremendous consequences for nanotube tip robustness, and 
arises from the sp2 bonded cylindrical structure of carbon nanotubes. In deflecting carbon nanotubes 
and carbide nanorods with an AFM tip, it was found that nanotubes elastically buckle while nanorods 
fracture (Wong et al., 1997). 
MWNT tips were found to provide only a modest improvement in resolution compared with stan-
dard silicon tips when imaging isolated amyloid fibrils (Wong et al., 1998a). The clear route to higher 
resolution is to use SWNTs, since they typically have 0.5–2 nm radii. SWNT material produced by la-
ser vaporization of a graphite target doped with metal catalyst consists of high-purity SWNTs (Thess 
et al., 1996). Unfortunately, the SWNTs produced in this way are aligned in bundles approximately 
10 nm wide containing up to hundreds of nanotubes each. These bundles can be readily attached to sil-
icon AFM tips (Wong; Wong and Wong), and their lengths adjusted by the electrical etching procedure 
described above for optimal imaging. Significantly, this etching process was found to occasionally pro-
duce very high-resolution tips that likely resulted from the exposure of only a small number of SWNTs Hafner et al. in Progress in BioPhysics & Molecular Biology 77 (2001) 82
at the apex (Wong and Wong). It was not possible in these studies to prepare reproducibly individual 
SWNT tips for imaging.
The manual assembly method of producing nanotube tips is conceptually straightforward but also 
has several important limitations. First, this assembly procedure inherently leads to the selection of 
thick bundles of nanotubes since these are easiest to observe in the optical microscope. Recently, me-
chanical assembly of nanotube tips was also performed inside a scanning electron microscope (SEM) 
(Nishijima et al., 1999). The use of an SEM still limits assembly to nanotube bundles or individual 
tubes with diameters greater than 5–10 nm, and moreover, increases greatly the time required to make 
Figure 3. Nanotube tip buckling: The oscillation amplitude and deflection of a nanotube tip are plotted as a function of tip–sample separation. 
To the right of the shaded region, the tip and sample are out of contact, so the amplitude is constant and the deflection is zero. In the shaded 
region, the tip taps the sample resulting in reduced amplitude and tip deflection. To the left of the shaded region, the nanotube has buckled, 
which results in a leveling off of the cantilever deflection and an increase of the oscillation amplitude. Structural and functional imaging witH carbon nanotube afm probeS 83
one tip. Second, well-defined and reproducible tip etching procedures designed to expose individual 
SWNTs at the tip apex do not exist. Third, a relatively long time is required to attach each nanotube to 
an existing cantilever. This not only inhibits carrying out the research needed to develop these tips but 
also precludes mass production required for general usage. Nevertheless, nanotube tips are now be-
ing produced by this method and sold commercially ( http://www.piezomax.com ), although each tip is 
quite expensive.
3.3. Direct growth of nanotube probes by chemical vapor deposition
All of the problems associated with manual assembly potentially can be solved by directly growing 
nanotubes onto AFM tips by metal-catalyzed chemical vapor deposition (CVD). The key features of the 
nanotube CVD process are illustrated in Figure 4. In the CVD synthesis of carbon nanotubes, metal cat-
alyst particles are heated in a gas mixture containing hydrocarbon or CO. The gas molecules dissociate 
on the metal surface and carbon is adsorbed into the catalyst particle. When this carbon precipitates, it 
nucleates a nanotube of similar diameter to the catalyst particle. Hence, CVD allows control over nano-
tube size and structure including the production of SWNTs (Hafner et al., 1998), with radii as low as 
3.5 Å (Nikolaev et al., 1999). 
Figure 4. Nanotube production by CVD: Nanometer-scale catalyst particles are heated in the presence of a hydrocarbon gas or carbon monox-
ide. The reactant molecules dissociate on the surface of the catalyst particle, carbon is adsorbed into the particle, and precipitates from the par-
ticle as a nanotube. In the upper right is a TEM image of a ca. 2 nm diameter single-walled nanotube with the catalyst nanoparticle attached as 
shown schematically in the diagram. Hafner et al. in Progress in BioPhysics & Molecular Biology 77 (2001) 84
3.3.1. Pore growth
The central issues in the growth of nanotube AFM tips by CVD are (1) how to align the nanotubes 
at the tip such that they are well positioned for imaging and (2) how to ensure there is only one nano-
tube or nanotube bundle at the tip apex. In previous studies of bulk nanotube production, it was found 
that nanotubes grew perpendicular to a porous surface containing embedded catalyst (Li et al., 1996). 
We exploited this approach in the first demonstration of CVD nanotube tips (Hafner et al., 1999a) as 
illustrated in Figure 5. A flattened area of approximately 1–5 μm2 was created on Si tips by high-load 
scanning on a hard, synthetic diamond surface. The tip was then anodized in HF to create 100 nm di-
ameter pores in this flat surface. Next, iron was electrochemically deposited into the pores to form 
catalyst particles. Tips prepared in this way were heated in low concentrations of ethylene at 800°C, 
which is known to favor the growth of thin nanotubes (Hafner et al., 1998). When imaged by SEM, 
nanotubes prepared in this way were found to grow perpendicular to the surface from the pores as de-
sired (Figure 5). Moreover, TEM observations revealed thin individual multiwalled nanotubes pro-
truding from the ends of the silicon tips, with typical radii ranging from 3 to 5 nm (Figure 5). It is also 
Figure 5. The pore-growth technique for CVD nanotube tip production: The panels on the left illustrate the steps involved in tip production: 
flattening, pore formation, catalyst deposition, and CVD nanotube growth. SEM (top right, 1 μm scale bar) and TEM (bottom right, 20 nm 
scale bar) of individual carbon nanotube tips produced by the pore-growth method (Hafner et al., 1999a). Structural and functional imaging witH carbon nanotube afm probeS 85
worth noting, if tubes did not grow in an acceptable orientation or when they ultimately failed, that the 
carbon could be removed by oxidation and then CVD repeated to grow new nanotube tips (Hafner et 
al., 1999a). 
These “pore-growth” CVD nanotube tips exhibit the favorable mechanical and adhesion properties 
found earlier with manually assembled nanotube tips, that is, the CVD tips buckled elastically, were 
very robust in imaging, and had low tip–sample adhesion. In addition, the ability to produce reproduc-
ibly thin, individual nanotube tips has enabled improved resolution (Hafner et al., 1999a) on isolated 
proteins. Continued development of the pore-growth nanotube tips has focused on the development of 
more controlled catalysts, such as well-defined iron oxide nanocrystals, to enable greater control over 
nanotube growth. In particular, this effort has enabled the controlled growth of thin SWNT bundles of 
1–3 nm in diameter from pores made at the silicon tip ends (Cheung et al., 2000b). The pore-growth 
method has demonstrated the great potential of CVD to grow directly controlled diameter nanotube 
tips, although it still has some limitations. In particular, the preparation of a porous layer can be time 
consuming and may not place individual SWNTs at the optimal location on the flattened apex. One so-
lution to this issue involves using focused ion beam milling, which can be carried out with 5–7 nm res-
olution, to create a single pore at the tip apex, which would then necessitate growth from only this one 
optimal position. This approach could also be automated on a wafer wide scale using commercial ion 
milling instruments.
3.3.2. Surface growth
An elegant yet simple alternative to produce CVD SWNT tips involves direct growth of SWNTs tips 
from the pyramid of a silicon cantilever-tip assembly. In this “surface growth” approach, we utilize the 
trade-off between the energy gain of the nanotube–surface interaction and energy cost to bend nano-
tubes to grow reproducibly SWNTs from the silicon pyramid apex in the ideal orientation for high-reso-
lution imaging. This perhaps unintuitive result can be understood by considering the fate of a nanotube 
during growth. When a growing nanotube reaches an edge of the pyramid, it can either bend to align 
with the edge or protrude from the surface. The pathway followed by the nanotube is determined by a 
trade-off in the energetic terms introduced above: if the energy required to bend the tube and follow the 
edge is less than the attractive nanotube–surface energy, then the nanotube will follow the pyramid edge 
to the apex; that is, nanotubes are steered towards the tip apex by the pyramid edges. At the apex, the 
nanotube must protrude along the tip axis since the energetic cost of bending is too high. A schematic of 
this approach is shown in Figure 6. 
This steering of nanotubes to the pyramid apex to form ideal probe tips has been demonstrated ex-
perimentally (Hafner et al., 1999b). For example, SEM investigations of nanotube tips produced by the 
surface growth method show that a very high yield of tips contains nanotubes only at the apex, with 
very few protruding elsewhere from the pyramid (Figure 6). These tips, which have been produced un-
der conditions expected to yield SWNTs (Hafner et al., 1998), are sufficiently small that SEM cannot 
provide an accurate measure of their diameters. TEM analysis was able to demonstrate that the tips con-
sist of individual SWNTs and small SWNT bundles. In the case of the small SWNT bundles, the TEM 
images show that the bundles are formed by nanotubes coming together from different edges of the 
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also believe that the surface-growth approach is especially important since it provides a conceptual and 
practical framework for preparing individual SWNT tips by lowering the catalyst density on the sur-
face such that only 1 nanotube reaches the apex. Hence, by controlling reproducibly the catalyst density 
used for growth it is possible to produce well-defined individual SWNT tips, as shown in Figure 7 (Haf-
ner and Hafner et al (2000a); Cheung et al., 2000c). Lastly, we note that these surface growth SWNT 
Figure 6. Surface growth method for CVD nanotube tip preparation: (a) Schematic illustration of surface growth process, where nanotubes 
grow on the pyramidal surface, guided along the edges towards the tip apex. (b) SEM and (c) TEM images of an SWNT surface growth tip 
consisting of two SWNTs (Hafner et al., 1999b). The scale bars in (b) and (c) are 200 and 20 nm, respectively. Structural and functional imaging witH carbon nanotube afm probeS 87
tips display the elastic buckling behavior characteristic of other nanotube tips, and can be recycled by 
oxidation as with the pore-growth tips. 
The synthesis of carbon nanotube AFM tips by CVD clearly resolves the major limitations of nano-
tube tips that arise from the manual assembly method. Rather than requiring tedious micromanipulation 
for each tip, it is possible to envision production of an entire wafer of SWNT tips. In addition to ease of 
production, CVD yields thin, individual SWNT tips that cannot be made by other techniques and per-
haps represent the ultimate AFM probe for structural biology.
4. Imaging with and resolution of nanotube probe tips
4.1. Evaluation of nanotube tip resolution with gold nanoparticles
To accurately assess the structure and resolution of nanotube tips, an imaging standard is needed. 
Monodisperse gold nanoparticles, which are essentially incompressible in AFM, are ideal for this pur-
Figure 7. TEM image of an individual SWNT tip produced by controlling carefully the catalyst density (Cheung et al., 2000c). The scale bar 
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pose (Vesenka et al., 1993). We have used 5.7 nm diameter gold nanoparticles to characterize different 
types of carbon nanotube tips. This size of gold nanoparticle represents an appropriate one for testing 
tips that will be used for imaging large isolated proteins, which have been the focus of our work. The 
effective tip radius is calculated from the particle image using the two-sphere model (Bustamante et 
al., 1993). Manually assembled MWNT tips typically have shown radii as small as 6 nm, which is ex-
pected for the size of arc-produced MWNT material (Wong et al., 1998a). Manually assembled SWNT 
tips are composed of thick SWNT bundles. Since the SWNT bundles are made from 1.4 nm nanotubes, 
the etching procedure would at times produce high resolution on gold nanoparticles, down to 3 nm ra-
dius (Wong and Wong). Pore-growth CVD MWNT have radii ranging from 3 to 6 nm when measured 
from gold nanoparticle images (Hafner et al., 1999a). These tips provide better resolution than manu-
ally assembled MWNT tips and typical assembled SWNT tips, because the CVD MWNT tips are rela-
tively thin and always consist of individual nanotubes. Both the pore-growth (Cheung et al., 2000b) and 
surface growth (Hafner and Hafner et al (2000a); Cheung et al., 2000c) SWNT tips have shown radii of 
less than 4 nm, reflecting the very thin SWNT bundle or individual SWNT tip structures possible with 
these methods. These results are summarized in Table 1. 
Another very significant point with the nanotube tips is that the range of tip radii measured by AFM 
agreed with the range measured by TEM. This demonstrates that, unlike in the case of microfabricated 
Si and Si3N4 tips, we are imaging with very well-defined probes, and that the probe contribution to im-
ages can be readily removed by deconvolution techniques. Lastly, we reiterate that the levels of resolu-
tion achieved with the nanotubes were obtained on gold nanoparticles nearly 6 nm in height, rather than 
on 1–2 nm features which at times indicate high resolution with tenuous, asperities on microfabricated 
Si and Si3N4 tips.
4.2. Studies of well-characterized biological structures
To determine the potential of nanotube tips in structural biology, DNA and several well-character-
ized proteins have been imaged. DNA was imaged by manually assembled MWNT tips in air (Nishi-
jima et al., 1999) and in fluid (Li et al., 1999). The fluid imaging experiments produced a measured 
Table 1. Comparison of tip radii of different types of carbon nanotube probes 
Nanotube type                                                                                                                     Tip radius (nm)a
Mech. assembled MWNT   ≥ 6
Mech. assembled SWNT   ≥ 3.5
Pore-growth MWNT   3.5–6
Pore-growth SWNT   2–4
Surface-growth SWNT   2–4
Low density surface growthb   ≤ 2
a Tip radii were determined from images of 5.7 nm gold nanoparticles using the two-sphere model (Bustamante et 
al., 1993).
b The lower limit of tips produced by this method is expected to be on the order of 0.35–0.5 nm.Structural and functional imaging witH carbon nanotube afm probeS 89
height of 2 nm, the expected value based on the intrinsic DNA diameter, and the resolution in these 
studies was on the order of 3.5–5 nm. These values for the resolution are consistent with that expected 
for multiwalled nanotube material, but also similar to the best values observed with microfabricated tips 
(Han et al., 1997; Lyubchenko and Schlyakhtenko, 1997). However, as discussed above, we do not be-
lieve that imaging DNA provides a robust test of resolution and capabilities of tips that will be used for 
investigating relatively large proteins.
Studies of isolated proteins provide a much more stringent test of the capabilities of probe tips, 
and we believe demonstrate clearly the advantages of nanotube tips. Pore-growth MWNT CVD tips 
were used to image isolated IgG and Immunoglobulin-M (IgM) antibody proteins (Hafner et al., 1999a; 
Cheung et al., 2000b). IgG is a ca. 180 kDa molecule with a characteristic Y-shaped structure approx-
imately 15 nm across as determined by single crystal X-ray diffraction measurement (Silverton et al., 
1977). Previous AFM imaging studies either saw no structure (Bergkvist et al., 1998), a heart-shaped 
structure (Fritz et al., 1997), or the Y-shape only at cryogenic temperatures (Zhang et al., 1996). In our 
studies, the Y-shaped structure was easily and reproducibly resolved by CVD MWNT tips at room tem-
perature as shown in Figure 8 (Cheung et al., 2000b). These IgG images are also compared (Figure 8) 
with the crystal structure to emphasize the very small amount of tip-induced broadening in the observed 
images obtained with nanotube tips. 
Pore-growth CVD MWNT tips have also used to examine the structure of IgM (Hafner et al., 1999a). 
This antibody is a ca. 1 MDa protein consisting essentially of 5 IgGs arranged in a pentameric structure. 
To date, it has not been possible to crystallize IgM and determine its atomic structure by X-ray diffrac-
tion methods. Previous structural analysis has relied primarily on electron microscopy analysis, which 
has elucidated the basic features of the pentameric structure (Perkins et al., 1991). Our room tempera-
ture studies with the pore-growth CVD MWNT nanotube tips showed clearly the pentameric structure, 
including five external pairs of antigen binding fragments (Fab domains) and five internal Fc fragments 
(Figure 9). In addition, these images occasionally exhibited the loop structure connecting two of the 
five Fc domains that likely corresponds to the joining (J) loop (Hafner et al., 1999a). Because the ex-
act structure of this region is still unclear (Perkins et al., 1991), our nanotube AFM investigations have 
shown clearly the potential of nanotube probes to reveal new structural features on large proteins that 
cannot be crystallized for diffraction studies. 
To test the resolution of the smaller diameter CVD SWNT tips, we have focused a smaller pro-
tein GroES. GroES, which is a component of the GroEL/GroES chaperonin system involved in protein 
folding, is a hollow dome-shaped heptamer that is approximately 8 nm in outer diameter (Sigler et al., 
1998). The seven 10 kDa subunits each consist of a core β-barrel with a β-hairpin loop at the top and 
bottom. The top β-hairpins point inward to form the top of the dome, while the bottom hairpins are dis-
ordered when not in contact with GroEL (Hunt et al., 1996). Previously, AFM images of GroES have 
only been obtained on densely packed arrays in contact mode (Mou et al., 1996). In this work, subunit 
resolution was observed when the samples were fixed using gluteraldehyde but lower resolution was 
obtained in the absence of fixation. In our studies (Cheung et al., 2000b), CVD SWNT tapping mode 
images of unfixed individual, well-separated GroES molecules on mica reveal two conformations (Fig-
ure 10). One conformation shows a ring-like structure with an 11 nm outer diameter and internal struc-
ture to the ring. The other conformation simply looks like a dome of the same diameter. We have in-
terpreted these two conformations as the two sides of the GroES heptamers. The domed image is the Hafner et al. in Progress in BioPhysics & Molecular Biology 77 (2001) 90
side with the ordered β-hairpins creating the dome roof, and the ringed image is the disordered β-hair-
pins open to the hollow cavity. The disordered hairpins have conformational flexibility, but it is possible 
to observe the expected seven-fold symmetry (Hunt et al., 1996) as shown in Figure 10b. For compar-
ison, Figure 10c shows the bottom view of the GroES crystal structure with the top of the dome re-
moved to make the pore visible. These results demonstrate the ability of the present CVD nanotube tips 
to achieve sub-molecular resolution on isolated protein assemblies without fixing, and thus clearly sug-
gest the possibility of high-resolution in vitro work in the future. 
Figure 8. Nanotube tip AFM images of Immunoglobulin G: (a) A field of several IgG molecules highlights the flexibility of the molecule, 
which leads to many conformations on the surface (scale bar equals 50 nm). The inset (scale bar equals 20 nm) shows two molecules exhib-
iting the well-defined Y-shaped structure expected for this protein. (b) Three-dimensional plot of an isolated IgG molecule, which exhibits 
the characteristic Y-shaped structure, compared to (c) the crystal structure to emphasize the minimal tip-induced broadening (Cheung et al., 
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5. Structural biology and other applications of nanotube tips
We believe that the CVD nanotube tips described above represent powerful probes for structural bi-
ology studies of systems that have not been characterized by other methods, since these tips provide re-
producible and predictable resolution that is comparable to that obtained with cryoEM. While the very 
recent advances in the growth of the SWNT probes have not yet enabled extensive studies of complex 
protein and protein/nucleic acid systems, the early results described below, which address (1) interme-
diates along the aggregation pathway of amyloid proteins, (2) ATP-dependent nucleosome remodeling, 
and (3) DNA sequence determination, indicate clearly the potential of these structural probes.
5.1. Aggregation and fibril formation of amyloid proteins
Cortical amyloid plaques, comprising a fibrillar form of the amyloid-β proteins Aβ40 and Aβ42, 
are a defining pathological feature of Alzheimer’s disease (AD) brain (Lansbury, 1996; Selkoe, 1999), 
and moreover, the number of plaques at autopsy roughly correlates with the severity of AD symptoms 
(Cummings et al., 1996). These and other pathological observations suggest that amyloid fibril forma-
Figure 9. Nanotube tip AFM images of IgM: The pentameric structure of IgM is not always apparent due to the high conformational flexibil-
ity of this molecule (scale bar is 100 nm). The inset shows an example with clear pentameric symmetry, including structural information on the 
central region (Hafner et al., 1999a). The inset scale bar equals 10 nm. The arrow highlights the position of the J-loop. Hafner et al. in Progress in BioPhysics & Molecular Biology 77 (2001) 92
tion is an important event in the AD process (Cummings et al., 1996; Lemere et al., 1996), although it is 
not known whether the fibrils or a precursor intermediate is responsible for neuronal cell death. Under-
standing this latter point is especially important since therapeutic agents designed to inhibit fibril for-
mation at too late a stage could result in the build up of an intermediate that accelerates the onset of AD. 
In this regard, it is clearly important to define the pathway of fibrillization for monomeric Aβ proteins, 
including the structural characterization of intermediates.
Figure 10. Nanotube tip AFM images of isolated GroES molecules: (a) Field of many GroES molecules reveal dome and ring conformations, 
representing the two sides of GroES heptamer (scale bar equals 50 nm). (b) A high-resolution image of the ring conformation shows clearly 
the heptameric symmetry, and little tip-induced broadening relative to the crystal structure (c) (Cheung et al., 2000b). The scale bars in (b) and 
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AFM represents a powerful tool for studying the fibrillization pathway since the wide range and co-
existence of relatively large structural species are difficult to probe using diffraction and NMR meth-
ods (Harper et al., 1997). Our previous studies of Aβ fibril formation revealed the existence of a dis-
crete, dynamic intermediate, which we termed the amyloid protofibril (Harper and Harper). Oligomeric 
species which are probably the same as the protofibrils, have also been observed by EM (Walsh et al., 
1997). Images of Aβ protofibrils and fibrils obtained with nanotube tips are shown in Figure 11 (Hafner 
et al., 2000b). These data show the same overall features as reported in our earlier studies using micro-
fabricated silicon tips, although the structural resolution is higher. For example, the helical structure ob-
served in fibrils is much clearer and more detailed in images recorded with SWNT tips. 
In addition, Aβ oligomers, which are smaller than typical protofibrils, were observed in previous 
AFM studies (Harper and Harper; Lambert et al., 1998). Height measurements made on these oligomers 
were interpreted as diameters of a globular morphology, due to the resolution limitations of conven-
tional tips. To obtain greater structural information about these and other potentially pathogenic Aβ spe-
cies that precede and/or coexist with protofibrils, we have studied the early stages of fibrillization using 
high-resolution CVD SWNT tips. Images of the Aβ40 protein obtained with SWNT probes after 1–3 
days of incubation show a new structural species with a 5–6 nm height, a ca. 19 nm diameter and four-
fold internal structure as shown in Figure 12 (Hafner et al., 2000b). The height of this species is simi-
lar to that found in previous low-resolution studies, where it was assumed to correspond to a globular 
structure. Our higher resolution images with nanotube tips exhibit clear four-fold symmetry and a cen-
tral depression ca. 1 nm deep. This depression could correspond to a pore through the center of the mol-
ecule that is too small to be accessed by the tip. Based on these structural features we have termed this 
new morphology the annular Aβ structure. 
Figure 11. High-resolution nanotube tip images of Aβ aggregation: Images of (a) protofibrils and (b) helical fibrils and rigid filaments. The 
scale bars in (a) and (b) are 25 nm. Hafner et al. in Progress in BioPhysics & Molecular Biology 77 (2001) 94
We have outlined the possible relationship of the annular Aβ structure to other species characterized 
along the fibrillization pathway in Figure 13 (Hafner et al., 2000b). The four-fold morphology of the an-
nular structure is qualitatively similar in appearance to the subunits of elongated protofibrils, and thus 
it is reasonable to speculate that the annular structure is a head-to-tail loop of a short protofibril. How-
ever, this head-to-tail mechanism is hard to reconcile with the fact that (1) the annular Aβ structure has 
a constant 18–21 nm diameter, while protofibrils greater than 200 nm in length are commonly observed, 
and (2) the heights of the annular structure, 5.8 nm, and protofibril, 4–5 nm, are recognizably different. 
Hence, we have suggested that the molecular mechanisms for formation of the annular structure and 
protofibrils are distinct. 
The annular Aβ structure may be relevant to AD pathology for several reasons. The possibility that 
nonfibrillar Aβ oligomers may be pathogenic has been suggested by several experiments. Nonfibril-
lar Aβ-derived species have been shown to have in vitro neurotoxic activity (Lambert et al., 1998) and 
may be responsible for neurodegeneration in AD (Hsia et al., 1999; Moechars et al., 1999). In addition, 
there is evidence that Aβ forms ion channels in lipid bilayers (Arispe et al., 1993; Lin et al., 1999) and 
this channel activity has been implicated in AD pathogenesis (Arispe et al., 1993). It is interesting to 
suggest that the annular Aβ structure is this proposed channel forming structure. As precedent, a recent 
cryoEM study of the membrane-active α-latrotoxin neurotoxin reveals a similar structure: a 15–18 nm 
diameter tetramer that contains a 1 nm diameter ion channel (Orlova et al., 2000). Our current efforts 
Figure 12. Nanotube tip AFM images of the Aβ annular structure: The annular structure, highlighted by the white arrow, is seen among proto-
fibrils deposited on mica (scale bar is 50 nm). The inset shows a high-resolution image of an Aβ annular structure (scale bar equals 5 nm). Structural and functional imaging witH carbon nanotube afm probeS 95
Figure 13. Aβ aggregation pathways: The blue pathway represents that observed with standard AFM tips in which feature-
less oligomers lead to protofibrils, which ultimately form fibrils. The Aβ annular structure, which is shown on the red pathway, 
may exhibit distinct pathological activity or could return to the fibril pathway (green arrow). 
are focused on isolating the annular Aβ structure so that its structure can be further characterized and its 
potential biological activity studied.
5.2. Nucleosome remodeling
Eukaryotic cells package their DNA by complexing it with a defined set of histone proteins. Approx-
imately 146 base pairs of DNA wrap around an octamer of histones, composed of an H3–H4 histone tet-
ramer and two H2A–H2B histone dimers, thereby forming a DNA–protein nucleosome structure (Fig-
ure 14a). Additional structuring of the nucleosome arrays by linker histones produces the higher order 
chromatin structure that serves to further compact the DNA (Kornberg and Lorch, 1999; Zlatanova et 
al., 1998). Fundamental cellular processes such as DNA replication and gene transcription require the 
binding of transcription factor proteins to specific DNA sequences. In the past, the emphasis has been 
on understanding the interactions between specific protein transcription factors and naked DNA. How-
ever, it has become evident that histone and non-histone chromatin proteins can block access to DNA 
and thereby hinder replication. Hence, the cell must possess mechanisms to modify the accessibility of 
nucleosomal DNA to DNA binding factors. Two such critical mechanisms have been elucidated thus 
far. First, protein complexes that remodel chromatin structure and make the DNA more accessible can 
regulate activity (Kadonaga, 1998). Second, alterations in the chemical state of histones, which affect 
DNA–histone binding, can regulate activity (Hassig and Schreiber, 1997). As an example of the first 
mechanism, the 2 MDa protein complex SWI/SNF has been shown to possess ATP-dependent nucleo-
some remodeling activity (Pazin and Kadonaga, 1997; Schnitzler et al., 1998), while the recently dis-
covered NuRD complex exhibits both ATP-dependent remodeling and deacetylation activity (Hassig 
and Schreiber, 1997). 
Thus far, several homologous remodeling factors have been characterized. These are nucleotide tri-
phosphate binding proteins that have conserved helicase/ATPase domains. Hydrolysis of ATP appears 
to be necessary to produce the energy needed to disrupt nucleosome structure. These remodeling factors 
have been shown to function in a variety of cellular processes, including the regulation of gene expres-
sion. For example, in yeast, the SWI/SNF chromatin remodeling complex is required to achieve tran-Hafner et al. in Progress in BioPhysics & Molecular Biology 77 (2001) 96
scription of a group of inducible genes. The RSC complex is essential for yeast growth. In Drosophila, 
the activity of the NURF complex is required for the binding of certain transcription factors to DNA. 
Each of these complexes contains SWI/SNF homologues which can disrupt nucleosomal structure in 
an ATP-dependent manner, as determined by increased accessibility to DNA cleaving enzymes and im-
proved binding of transcription factors. However, the exact mechanism by which nucleosome structure 
is altered remains unclear (Pazin and Kadonaga, 1997).
Two recent reports have provided biochemical insight into the mechanism of chromatin remodeling 
(Lorch et al., 1998; Schnitzler et al., 1998). It has been demonstrated that the SWI/SNF and RSC chro-
matin remodeling complexes can produce a stable altered nucleosome structure. This altered form is ap-
Figure 14. Nucleosome remodeling: (a) Schematic representation of chromatin showing histone octamers (open cylinders) and DNA (solid 
black line). The nucleosome corresponds to the histone octamer wrapped with DNA ca. 146 base pairs long. CVD MWNT tip images of (b) 
mononucleosome and hSWI/SNF without ATP, and (c) mononucleosome and hSWI/SNF in the presence of ATP. The blue and green arrows 
in (b) highlight mononucleosome and SWI/SNF complex; the red arrows in (c) highlight the dimer product. The scale bars in (b) and (c) are 
50 nm. The inset in (c) is a high-resolution image of the dimer product; scale BAR = 10 nm. Structural and functional imaging witH carbon nanotube afm probeS 97
proximately twice the size of a single mononucleosome, contains only the core histones and DNA, and 
has an increased susceptibility to cleavage by DNase I and restriction enzymes. It has been suggested 
based on biochemical evidence that the remodeled state may represent a “dimerized” form of mono-
nucleosomes, although clearly there exists a need for direct structural information. In addition, there 
is very little understanding of the relationship of the remodeled model system “dimer” to remodeling 
in polynucleosomes and chromatin. For example, do adjacent or distant nucleosome units become di-
merized or are there new structural changes in polynucleosomes. High-resolution SWNT AFM imag-
ing represents a promising approach for obtaining much needed structural information on these large 
systems.
Our initial efforts have focused on using AFM to examine structurally the proposal that the hu-
man SWI/SNF (hSWI/SNF) remodeling of mononucleosomes creates a dimer with altered DNA–his-
tone contacts (Schnitzler et al., 1998). To address carefully this problem we have used CVD nano-
tube probes to characterize mononucleosomes and dinucleosomes isolated from human HeLa cells 
and the products obtained from the reaction of hSWI/SNF and mononucleosomes with and without 
ATP (Hafner et al., 2000c). Images characteristic of the products obtained from the reaction in the ab-
sence and presence of ATP are shown in Figure 14. These data suggest that no structural changes oc-
cur in the absence of ATP, while dimer products are observed in the presence of ATP. While these ob-
servations are expected on the basis of biochemical studies, we believe they also provide a taste of 
what can be expected in the future as one exploits higher resolution probes and investigates remodel-
ing of polynucleosomes.
In addition, these studies of mononucleosome remodeling have shown substructure in the hSWI/
SNF complex. An image, which was obtained with a CVD MWNT tip, is shown in Figure 15. The im-
ages show that the SWI/SNF complex is a multilobed (subunit) structure, and appears to have a 2-fold 
axis (Hafner et al., 2000c). Our ability to resolve substructure in SWI/SNF, which was achieved even 
without the current, higher resolution CVD SWNT tips, opens up a number of possibilities for future 
studies. These opportunities include (1) probing for distinct conformational states in this ATP-depen-
dent machine and (2) using functional imaging to probe for DNA and/or histone binding sites. 
5.3. DNA sequence analysis and haplotyping
The reproducibly high resolution afforded by SWNT probe tips can also open up unexpected opportu-
nities, and in this regard we have investigated their possible uses in DNA sequence analysis and related 
genomics problems (Woolley et al., 2000). This effort is motivated by the recognition that the haplo-
type of a subject—the specific alleles associated with each chromosome homologue—is critical to max-
imizing the impact of single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) mapping (Brookes, 1999). However, the 
current methods for determining haplotypes have significant limitations that have prevented their use 
in large-scale genetic screening. For example, parental genotyping can be used to infer haplotypes in a 
family study (Hodge et al., 1999; Sobel and Lange, 1996), although in many cases it is impractical or 
impossible to obtain parental DNA.
Our method utilizes high-resolution SWNT probes to read directly multiple polymorphic sites in 
DNA fragments containing from ca. 100 to at least 10,000 bases. The approach involves specific hy-
bridization of labeled oligonucleotide probes to target sequences in DNA fragments, using polymerase 
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locations of the labels by AFM (Figure 16). The oligonucleotide probes are designed such that, under 
appropriate hybridization conditions, binding does not occur in the presence of a single-base mismatch 
at polymorphic sites, i.e., labels are detected only at sequences fully complementary to the oligonu-
cleotides. High-resolution SWNT probes are critical to our approach since they enable different size 
probes to be reproducibly distinguished as required for simultaneous detection of different polymorphic 
sites on single DNA fragments (Woolley et al., 2000). A similar approach may be possible using single 
molecule optical methods. However, an optical approach will require that fluorescent blinking and pho-
tobleaching of single labels be accounted for, while at the same time acquiring sufficient data to identify 
the centroid of a fluorescent peak to high accuracy. 
Our new nanotube-AFM method has been tested by identifying the spatial location of specific se-
quences with excellent discrimination from corresponding single-base mismatches in the M13mp18 
plasmid using seven base oligonucleotide probes. The essence of the experiments is shown in the image 
of a DNA molecule that was marked with a streptavidin-labeled GGGCGCG sequence (Figure 17a). 
This image shows a DNA fragment with a 2200 nm contour length consistent with the 7249 base pairs 
of M13mp18, and a distinct streptavidin label 1080 nm from one end of the Bgl II digested DNA. His-
togram summaries of results obtained from a number of streptavidin-labeled M13mp18 DNA molecules 
showed clear peaks at 0.48 (3512 bp) and 0.40 (2893 bp) from the fragment ends, for samples cut with 
Bgl II and Bam HI, respectively. In contrast, control experiments with unlabeled oligonucleotides did 
not exhibit clusters of labels, indicating that the histogram peaks are due to specific detection of strepta-
vidin. These results show that the GGGCGCG site is at base 3390 (Figure 17b), in good agreement with 
Figure 15. Nanotube tip AFM images of the hSWI/SNF complex reveal a multi-lobed structure (scale bar is 50 nm). The inset shows a high-
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the known location (base 3405). In addition, these data exhibited no evidence for labeling at the single-
base mismatch sites located at 1115 and 3595, thus demonstrating the potential for SNP detection. 
Because the streptavidin and IRD800 molecules can be readily distinguished on the basis of their 
heights and shapes using the SWNT tips, it is possible to detect two or more distinct sites using this 
method. Multiplexed detection has been tested by imaging M13mp18 labeled at GGGCGCG with 
IRD800 and at TCTCAGC with streptavidin using SWNT probes (Woolley et al., 2000). From histo-
grams we have calculated that TCTCAGC occurs at bases 2024 and 4059, in good agreement with its 
known positions at 2013 and 4077, and that GGGCGCG is at base 3422, corresponding well with the 
expected value of 3405. These results demonstrate clearly the potential for multiplexed sequence de-
tection in large DNA strands and open the possibility for profiling multiple polymorphic sites on DNA 
fragments in the 10 kilobase or larger size range.
The model experiments carried out on M13mp18 suggested that this approach could be used for 
identifying specific haplotypes associated with genetic disorders. We have demonstrated this critical 
Figure 16. (a) Schematic illustration of the method for labeling specific DNA sites for detection with SWNT AFM probes. Labeled oligonu-
cleotide probes (●-a* and ◄-b*) are specifically annealed to their complementary target sequences (a and b) but not to sequences with a sin-
gle-base mismatch (A and B) in the single-stranded DNA template. DNA polymerase and dNTPs are then used to synthesize double-stranded 
DNA fragments specifically labeled at a and b with ● and ◄, respectively. (b) Schematic illustrating the reading of the labeled DNA with an 
SWNT tip (left) and an Si tip (right). Only the nanotube has sufficient resolution to distinguish reproducibly the different labels. Hafner et al. in Progress in BioPhysics & Molecular Biology 77 (2001) 100
point by determining the haplotypes on a UDP-glucuronosyltransferase gene, UGT1A7 (Guillemette et 
al., 2000) whose enzyme product is involved in inactivation of carcinogens such as benzo[a]pyrene me-
tabolites (Woolley et al., 2000). The UGT1A7 gene has two polymorphic sites (separated by 233 bp) 
that determine four alleles, each specifying different polypeptide chains (Figure 18a). Importantly, indi-
viduals who are heterozygous at both sites have a single genotype, but one of two haplotypes, (*1/*3) 
or (*2/*4), which cannot be differentiated using conventional methods. This ambiguity is crucial in 
screening, since each allele exhibits substantially different enzymatic activity towards targeted carcin-
ogens. Significantly, the haplotypes of several subject samples have been unambiguously shown to be 
(*1/*3) by direct inspection of AFM images of labeled DNA (Figure 18b); that is, DNA molecules were 
only end-labeled with the streptavidin or the IRD800 probes. 
We believe that direct haplotyping using SWNT AFM probes represents a significant advance over 
conventional approaches and could facilitate the use of SNPs for association and linkage studies of in-
herited diseases and genetic risk (Collins et al., 1997; Risch and Merikangas, 1996). To realize the 
greatest potential, will require that this methodology be extended to a high-throughput technique for 
genetic screening. The recent fabrication of multiple AFM tip arrays as large as 32×32 (Vettiger et al., 
1999) could dramatically increase the number of samples typed in parallel, and the simplicity and dis-
tinctiveness of the AFM images of alternative haplotypes indicate that automated image analysis should 
be feasible. The implementation of these improvements could facilitate high-throughput haplotyping 
Figure 17. Detection of labeled DNA sites with nanotube tips: (a) SWNT tip image and height profile along DNA, obtained with streptavi-
din-labeled GGGCGCG in M13mp18 digested with Bgl II; the arrow points to the streptavidin tag. Places where DNA strands cross each other 
(left side of height profile) are easily differentiated from labels. (b) Map of M13mp18 shows the location of GGGCGCG calculated from ex-
perimental data. Arrowheads indicate possible positions of the target sequence, based on the calculated distance from the restriction sites. 
Solid arcs indicate the correct paths, while incorrect paths are shown as dashed arcs (Woolley et al., 2000). Structural and functional imaging witH carbon nanotube afm probeS 101
using SWNT AFM probes. Lastly, the recent synthesis of carbon nanotubes with 0.25 nm radii (Sun et 
al., 2000), which are smaller than the spacing between DNA bases, indicates that further improvements 
in nanotube probes and labeling methods may even allow direct reading of the DNA sequence of frag-
ments that are tens of kilobases in size.
6. Functional imaging with nanotube probes
The studies reviewed above have focused on the unique potential of carbon nanotube probes for re-
producible, high-resolution structural imaging of proteins, protein assemblies, and protein–nucleic acid 
Figure 18. Direct haplotyping of UGT1A7 using SWNT probes: (a) Schematic showing haplotypes, alleles, genotypes, and locations of probes 
in samples analyzed. The (*1/*3) and (*2/*4) haplotypes, which have the same genotype (heterozygous at both loci), are specifically labeled at 
the 129N131R and 208R sites with IRD800 (small filled circle) and streptavidin (large filled circle), respectively. The double lines in the stick 
representations indicate duplex DNA, while single lines corresponded to single-stranded DNA. AFM images of a (*1/*3) sample should have 
an approximately equal number of fragments that are ~210 nm long with IRD800 at one end, or ~140 nm long with streptavidin at one end. In 
contrast, a (*2/*4) sample should contain ~210 nm fragments with IRD800 at one end and streptavidin at ~70 nm. (b) Representative SWNT 
tip images of the *3 allele (streptavidin end-labeled, ~140 nm DNA) and the *1 allele (IRD800 end-labeled, ~210 nm DNA). The white bar 
corresponds to 50 nm in both images (Woolley et al., 2000). Hafner et al. in Progress in BioPhysics & Molecular Biology 77 (2001) 102
complexes. It is also possible to exploit the high normal force sensitivity of AFM for chemically and bi-
ologically sensitive measurements. In the past, the spatial resolutions of such measurements have been 
limited significantly by available probe tips. The well-defined chemistry possible at the ends of nano-
tube probes can overcome all previous limitations and thus opens up significant opportunities as de-
scribed below.
6.1. Chemical force microscopy and force spectroscopy
In chemical force microscopy (CFM), the AFM tip is modified with specific chemical functional 
groups (Frisbie et al., 1994). This enables the tip to generate contrast dependent on the chemical prop-
erties of the sample from the friction signal in contact mode or the phase lag signal in tapping mode 
(Noy et al., 1998). Both of these signals are proportional to the adhesion between the tip and sample, 
and both can be measured simultaneously with topography. Functionalized tips have also been em-
ployed in force spectroscopy. In this mode of operation the tip is not scanned, but is brought into con-
tact with a surface, then retracted. The forces applied to the tip during retraction are due to the in-
teractions of tip and sample molecules. Force spectroscopy has been used to measure a variety of 
interactions including the intermolecular adhesion between fundamental chemical groups (Frisbie et 
al., 1994; Green et al., 1995; Noy and Noy; Vezenov et al., 1997), the unfolding of protein molecules 
(Rief et al., 1997), antigen–antibody interactions (Hinterdorfer et al., 1996), and DNA stretching and 
unbinding (Noy et al., 1997a).
Despite the progress made in chemically sensitive imaging and force spectroscopy using silicon and 
silicon nitride tips, these probes have very important limitations. First, the tips have a large radius of 
curvature making it difficult to control the number of active tip molecules and limiting significantly the 
lateral resolution. Second, the orientation and often the spatial location of the attached molecules cannot 
be controlled. This leads to uncertainty in the reaction coordinate for force spectroscopy, and increased 
non-specific interactions. Carbon nanotube tips can overcome these limitations. They have small radii 
of curvature for much higher resolution and can be specifically modified only at their very ends. Hence, 
functionalization of nanotube probes creates tips that have as few as one (depending on size) active mo-
lecular sites localized in a relatively controlled orientation. Modified SWNT tips could lead to subnano-
meter resolution in chemical contrast and binding site recognition.
6.2. Nanotube tips in CFM and force spectroscopy
Nanotube tips etched in air are expected to have carboxyl groups at their ends based on bulk stud-
ies of oxidized nanotubes (Hiura et al., 1995), although conventional analytical techniques have insuffi-
cient sensitivity to prove this point for isolated tubes. Chemical species present at the ends of nanotube 
tips can be studied with great sensitivity by measuring the adhesion of a nanotube tip on a chemically 
well-defined surface (Figure 19), for example, a hydroxyl (–OH) terminated self-assembled monolayer 
(SAM). We have demonstrated the presence of carboxyl groups at the open ends of manually assem-
bled MWNT and SWNT tips by measuring force titrations as shown in Figure 19b (Wong and Wong). 
In the force titration, the adhesion force between a nanotube tip and an SAM surface terminating in hy-
droxyl groups is recorded as a function of solution pH, thus effectively titrating ionizable groups on 
the tip (Noy et al., 1997b; Vezenov et al., 1997). Significantly, force titrations recorded between pH 2 Structural and functional imaging witH carbon nanotube afm probeS 103
and 9 with MWNT and SWNT tips exhibit well-defined drops in the adhesion force at ca. pH 4.5 that 
are characteristic of the deprotonation of a carboxylic acid. Moreover, the pH value where the adhesion 
drop occurs is similar to the pKA of benzoic acid, thus suggesting that the carboxyl groups at the ends of 
nanotubes are solvent accessible. 
The assembled SWNT and MWNT bundle tips also have been modified with organic and biolog-
ical functionality by coupling organic amines to form amide bonds as outlined in Figure 19 (Wong 
and Wong). The success of this coupling chemistry was demonstrated by force titrations. Nanotube 
tips modified with benzylamine, which exposes nonionizable, hydrophobic functional groups at the tip 
end, yielded the expected pH-independent interaction force on hydroxyl-terminated monolayers (Fig-
ure 19b). This covalent modification thus eliminates the prominent pH-dependent behavior observed 
with the unfunctionalized tips. Moreover, force titrations with ethylenediamine-modified tips exhibit no 
adhesion at low pH and finite adhesion above pH 7 (Figure 19b). These pH-dependent interactions are 
consistent with our expectations for exposed basic amine functionality that is protonated and charged at 
low pH and neutral at high pH.
Covalent reactions localized at nanotube tip ends represent a powerful strategy for modifying the 
functionality of the probe. However, the linking atoms that connect the tip and active group introduce 
Figure 19. Covalent functionalization of carbon nanotube AFM tips: (a) Schematic illustrating the modification of the end of an SWNT, which 
terminates in a carboxylic acid functional group. The terminal carboxyl group is coupled with an amine, which bears the desired functionality, 
to form an amide bond. The tip end functionality is then assessed by force spectroscopy measurements on a chemically well-defined surface 
(Wong et al., 1998b). (b) Adhesion force as a function of pH (force titration) between assembled SWNT bundle tips and a hydroxyl-terminated 
SAM (11-thioundecanol on gold-coated mica). Each data point corresponds to the mean of 50–100 adhesion measurements, and the error bars 
represent one standard deviation (Wong et al., 1998c). Hafner et al. in Progress in BioPhysics & Molecular Biology 77 (2001) 104
conformational flexibility that may reduce the ultimate resolution. In an effort to develop a chemically 
sensitive probe without conformation flexibility, we have also explored the modification of the tips dur-
ing the electrical etching process (Wong et al., 1999). The hypothesis behind this approach was that rad-
ical species, which can react with diatomic molecules such as O2, H2, and N2 are created during the 
electrical etching procedure used to optimize nanotube tip length. We tested this idea by carrying out 
the etching procedure in pure and mixed gas, and significantly, have demonstrated that these produce 
predictable changes in the chemical nature of the nanotube tip end. Specifically, force titrations carried 
out on tips modified in O2, N2, and H2 exhibit behavior consistent with the incorporation of acidic, ba-
sic, and hydrophobic functionality, respectively, at the tip ends. We believe that these tips should enable 
chemical mapping at a resolution of a single SWNT tip, 0.5 nm or better.
In addition, these functionalized nanotube probes have been used to obtain chemically sensitive im-
ages of patterned monolayer and bilayer samples (Wong and Wong). Tapping mode images recorded 
with –COOH- and benzyl-terminated tips exhibit greater phase lag on the –COOH and –CH3 sam-
ple regions, respectively. In tapping mode AFM, we have shown that the differences in the tapping 
mode phase lag correlate directly with differences in intermolecular forces between the tip and sample:   
ΔΦo(k/Q) ∝ ΔWst, where ΔΦo is the change in phase lag, k is the spring constant, Q is the cantilever 
quality factor, and ΔWst is the difference between the work of adhesion for the tip interacting with two 
chemically distinct sample regions (Noy et al., 1998). Because the adhesion force between the car-
boxyl-terminated nanotube tip and the COOH-terminated monolayer is greater than the CH3-terminated 
region, and the adhesion between the benzyl-terminated tip and the CH3-terminated region is greater 
than the COOH-terminated region, these results were consistent with chemically sensitive imaging and 
our model for the driven oscillator described above.
The “chemical resolution” of functionalized manually assembled MWNT and SWNT tips has been 
tested on partial lipid bilayers (Wong et al., 1998c). Significantly, these studies have shown that an as-
sembled SWNT tip could detect variations in chemical functionality with resolution down to 3 nm, 
which is the same as the best structural resolution obtained with this type of tip. This resolution should 
improve with CVD SWNT tips, and recent studies bear this idea out (Cheung et al., 2000a). First, force 
titration data recorded on hydroxyl-terminated surfaces, which show finite adhesion below pH 5 and 
a repulsive interaction at higher pH, show (as expected) that these tips terminate in a carboxyl group 
when shortened in air. The magnitudes of the adhesion forces also indicate that only 1–4 carboxyl 
groups are active in the measurements. Second, these CVD SWNT tips can be used for chemically sen-
sitive mapping as shown in Figure 20. The high resolution of these tips is evident in the granular struc-
ture observed on samples prepared by standard lithography methods. This granularity corresponds to 
gold grain structure that typically cannot be resolved. We believe that these observations demonstrate 
that the CVD SWNT are sufficiently robust for solution work and that they have the potential for very 
high-resolution functional mapping. 
In the future, we believe that these tips can be exploited in several ways for chemical or functional 
mapping in structural biology. For example, an important extension of our chemical mapping experi-
ments is to protein surfaces, since the surface residues often define binding and orientation based on, for 
example, acidic or basic patches. Our structural studies of GroES (Cheung et al., 2000b), in which sub-
units were resolved with CVD SWNT tips (Figure 10), represent a good case in which to test this point. 
Examination of the crystal structure and electrostatic potential for GroES (Hunt et al., 1996) shows that Structural and functional imaging witH carbon nanotube afm probeS 105
there is a high density of acidic residues (14 glutamates; 2 each from each subunit) and accumulation 
of negative charge density at the top of dome (Figure 20c). Chemically sensitive mapping of the upper 
GroES surface using modified CVD SWNT tips, which are terminated with carboxyl or basic (obtained 
by coupling ethylenediammine or gas modification in N2) groups, should then show repulsive or attrac-
tive interactions, respectively, at the top of the dome.
In addition, modified nanotube probes could be used to study ligand–receptor binding/unbinding 
with control of orientation, and to map the position of ligand–receptor binding sites in proteins and 
Figure 20. Chemical mapping with CVD SWNT probes: (a) Schematic illustrating a carboxyl-terminated CVD SWNT tip imaging a patterned 
SAM that terminates in methyl and carboxyl domains. (b) Tapping mode phase image recorded on an SAM surface patterned as in (a). The 
darker contrast in the middle square is consistent with the stronger COOH–COOH vs. COOH–CH3 interaction. (c) Plot of the electrostatic po-
tential on the upper dome surface of GroES. Red corresponds to negative charge and blue to positive charge arising from acidic and basic res-
idues, respectively. Hafner et al. in Progress in BioPhysics & Molecular Biology 77 (2001) 106
on cell surfaces with nanometer or better resolution. To illustrate this point, we have examined bio-
tin–streptavidin, which is a model ligand–receptor system that has been widely studied (Livnah et al., 
1993). 5-(biotinamido)pentylamine was covalently linked to nanotube tips via the formation of an am-
ide bond, and then force–displacement measurements were recorded on mica surfaces containing im-
mobilized streptavidin as shown in Figure 21 (Wong et al., 1998b). Force spectroscopy measurements 
show well-defined binding force quanta of ca. 200 pN per biotin–steptavidin pair. Control experiments 
Figure 21. Nanotube AFM tips for single-molecule force spectroscopy and mapping: (a) Schematic illustrating the experiment, where the 
lower gray rectangle corresponds to a mica substrate, the green blocks correspond to streptavidin molecules, the dark blue inverted triangle 
is biotin covalently linked to a carbon nanotube (heavy black vertical line). (b) Representative force–displacement curve recorded with a bi-
otin-modified MWNT tip in pH 7.0 solution. The binding force, 200 pN, is consistent with unbinding of a single biotin ligand from streptav-
idin (Wong et al., 1998b). (c) Model of an SWNT tip (e.g., Figure 7) that has been modified with biotin and is interacting with a streptavidin 
molecule. Structural and functional imaging witH carbon nanotube afm probeS 107
carried out with an excess of free biotin in solution, which blocks all receptor sites of the protein, and 
with unmodified nanotube tips showed no adhesion, and thus confirm that the observed binding force 
results from the interaction of nanotube-linked biotin with surface streptavidin. A key feature of these 
results compared to previous work (Florin et al., 1994; Lee et al., 1994), which relied on nonspecific at-
tachment of biotin to lower resolution tips, is the demonstration that a single active ligand can be spe-
cifically localized at the end of a nanotube tip using well-defined covalent chemistry. With the current 
availability of individual SWNT tip via surface CVD growth, it is now possible to consider without ex-
trapolation the mapping of ligand binding sites for a wide range of proteins (Figure 21c). 
7. Summary and future prospects
AFM and related techniques show great promise as powerful tools for elucidating the structure and 
function of biological samples. The current limiting technology in AFM is the widely used, yet poorly 
defined Si or Si3N4 tip. The studies of carbon nanotube AFM probe tips described in this review demon-
strate that nanotubes overcome the critical limitations of Si and Si3N4 tips, and may represent the ulti-
mate AFM tip due to their cylindrical geometry, mechanical, and chemical properties. Our development 
of facile methods for the direct growth of nanotube tips by CVD allows the reproducible preparation of 
individual SWNT tips and represents a scalable approach that could make them widely available to the 
AFM and structural biology communities.
The availability of well-characterized individual SWNT tips will allow significant advances in AFM, 
as improvements in X-ray and electron sources have benefited X-ray diffraction and EM. Current prog-
ress on nanotube tips indicates that SWNT tips will allow sub-nanometer resolution on individual pro-
teins in solution, and when the tip is functionalized provide similar resolution for mapping chemically 
distinct domains and ligand binding sites. We believe that the ability to obtain such functional informa-
tion in vitro represents an important advantage compared to single particle cryoEM analysis, which has 
comparable structural resolution to SWNT probes. The range of new experiments that one can envision 
with SWNT probes, we believe, is truly unlimited, and likewise, the potential to contribute meaningful 
insight into the structure and function of complex protein and protein–nucleic acid systems is rich and 
exciting. 
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